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Why are Almshouses Relevant Today?

• They are homes for people in need

• People who are not necessarily ‘poor’ in money terms

• People who won’t necessarily qualify for local housing

• Keep people in the local community  

• Can be for people of any age  

• Affordable rents (80% of Open Market)

• Homes in perpetuity 



Some almshouses are rather grand



Others much less though 



They can be quite modern, where residents 
form a mini-community



A New Generation of Modern Almshouses

• Designed to promote Independent Living

• Where people can feel safe, secure, and part of 
the local community 

• Safe storage for mobility scooter with charging 
point

• Spaces for cars of residents and visitors (inc
health workers)  

• Somewhere to look out on when sitting in a 
chair all day. 



You don’t need as much space when you get older. Other things 
become important 

Design & Drawing by 

Jessica Pocock



• Light and airy 

• Energy efficient

• Covered areas in the 

front for a mobility 

scooter, and a table / 

chairs at the back. 

• Simple design

• Should be cheap to build



Almshouses 
Re-imagined

A project which involved LEAP trustees 
working with the Architectural 
Students of Anglia Ruskin University 



John James Abrahams

Example of Contemporary Design

John James Abrahams, 2015



The layout of the units reflects the irregular shape of the site, Highlighting a pre-

existing shortcut through the site

Site

The central communal area is close too all residents on the property to 

ensure safety and optimum care.



Plan

Type a Type b

Single

entry/exit

point.

Slight

difference in

layout.

The precedent for this 

layout comes from the 

Pocket Homes 

competition

In order to make it more 

compact, the design 

has been reduced to 

three main areas. 

Architects Journal, 2015



Simple layout;

including bathroom with suitable grab

rails, reception, kitchenette, and bin

storage facilities.

Large open space;

This space becomes suitable for functions

such as Coffee Mornings, as well as

general use for those who live in the

properties.

Communal Areas

John James Abrahams, 2015











Example of Traditional Design













Summary

• Real Client was greatly beneficial

• Opportunity as an architect to design for real people

• Challenges; such as the site, could be worked through

• Thinking ahead of our time to design suitably for the 

aged
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